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� matching renaissance hands in different documents is a notoriously
uncertain business. For example, it is still not clear that Hand D in The Booke of Sir
Thomas Moore manuscript can be confidently attributed to William Shakespeare
despite a century’s worth of books and articles on the question. Although the paleo-
graphic analysis offered in a number of these studies is quite detailed, the comparison
is limited on the side of control-sample authenticity to Shakespeare’s six signatures
plus the phrase “By me.”1 From a much larger corpus of holograph evidence, Christo-
pher Burlinson and Andrew Zurcher identified Edmund Spenser’s handwriting in
more than one hundred documents (granted that their cumulative study built on

1. The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore is British Library MS Harley 7368. In Shakespeare’s Handwriting
(Oxford, 1916), Sir E. Maunde Thompson cited Richard Simpson’s suggestion that Hand D belonged
to Shakespeare (“Are There Any Extant MSS. in Shakespeare’s Handwriting?,” Notes and Queries,
4th ser., 8 [1871]: 38). Thompson then provided a careful analysis of Shakespeare’s six signatures com-
pared to the writing of Hand D. He published his revised and expanded study in “The Handwriting of
the Three Pages Attributed to Shakespeare Compared with His Signatures,” in Shakespeare’s Hand in
The Play of Sir Thomas More, ed. W. W. Greg (1923; reprint, Cambridge, 1967), 57–112. Numerous stud-
ies of the problem have ensued.
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   abstract As the study of Renaissance scribal culture has expanded in the past
few decades, the differentiation of hands has become an increasingly common
practice. In this study, Steven W. May proposes a methodology for comparing
 samples of Renaissance handwriting to determine whether two (or more) docu-
ments were written by the same scribe. This case study employs a range of analyti-
cal techniques centered on paleographic evidence to show that John  Hanson of
Rastrick, Yorkshire (1517–1599), was the principal scribe of the “Stanhope” manu-
script, British Library Add.  MS  82370. In aggregate, these techniques comprise a
practical methodology for differentiating between Renaissance hands.
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results produced by scholars over several generations).2 In the broader field of manu-
script studies, scholars are still in the very preliminary stages of identifying the scribes
who compiled the most important literary anthologies and related documents of the
Renaissance. P. J. Croft, for example, studied multiple samples of the handwriting of
Sir John Harington and his scribes to determine that the Phillipps manuscript of Sid-
ney’s Old Arcadia (British Library Add. MS 38892) not only belonged to Harington but
was also partially in his handwriting.3 Helen Baron used various kinds of evidence to
identify five hands among perhaps as many as nineteen in the Devonshire manuscript
(British Library Add. MS 17492), an important early Tudor anthology of poems by
Sir Thomas Wyatt and the Earl of Surrey, among others.4

In what follows I offer a case study of scribal identification that brings into play
most of the principal kinds of evidence we can use to determine that the same hand
wrote two or more documents. The context for this kind of study usually involves
biographical and historical considerations along with analysis of grammar, spelling,
and diction, as well as purely paleographic evidence, including the writing surfaces
and watermarks of the documents in question.5 In the test case I intend to establish to a
high degree of probability that John Hanson of Woodhouse, Rastrick, Yorkshire
(1517–1599), is the principal scribe of a remarkable Elizabethan miscellany, British
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2. Burlinson and Zurcher announced their preliminary results in “‘Secretary to the Lord Grey
Lord Deputie here’: Edmund Spenser’s Irish Papers,” The Library, 7th ser., 6 (2005): 30–75. This was
followed by their edition of forty-six of these documents (Edmund Spenser, Selected Letters and Other
Papers [Oxford, 2009]). Prior identifications (and misidentifications) of Spenser’s hand include those
by Henry Plomer, “Edmund Spenser’s Handwriting,” Modern Philology 21 (1923): 201–7; Raymond
Jenkins, “Spenser with Lord Grey in Ireland,” PMLA 52 (1937): 338–53; and Roland M. Smith,
“Spenser’s Scholarly Script and ‘Right Writing,’” in Studies in Honor of T. W. Baldwin, ed. Don
Cameron Allen (Urbana, Ill., 1958), 66–111.

3. “Sir John Harington’s Manuscript of Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia,” in Stephen Parks and P. J. Croft,
Literary Autographs: Papers Read at a Clark Library Seminar, 26 April 1980 (Los Angeles, 1983), 37–75.
In Sir Philip Sidney and the Circulation of Manuscripts, 1558–1640 (Oxford, 1996), 203, 327, Henry
Woudhuysen identifies Richard Robinson as the scribe of the Clifford Manuscript of the Old Arcadia
(Folger Library MS H.b.1) but does not offer detailed analysis of Robinson’s handwriting in support of
his discovery.

4. “Mary (Howard) Fitzroy’s Hand in the Devonshire Manuscript,” Review of English Studies, n.s.,
45 (1994): 318–35. Our understanding of Renaissance scribal culture is greatly enhanced with every
such identification. Highlights to date include Hilton Kelliher’s discovery that John Rolleston was
responsible for an important anthology of works by Ben Jonson and John Donne (British Library
MS Harley 4955), among other literary papers connected with William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle
(“Donne, Jonson, Richard Andrews and the Newcastle Manuscript,” English Manuscript Studies 4
[1993]: 134–73), and Helen Baron’s demonstration that John Mantell was largely responsible for the
“Blage” manuscript, Trinity College, Dublin MS 160 (“The ‘Blage’ Manuscript: The Original Compiler
Identified,” English Manuscript Studies 1 [1989]: 85–119).

5. In “A Paston Hand,” Review of English Studies, n.s., 3 (1952): 209–21, Norman Davis used spelling
preferences and grammatical distinctions as well as descriptions of letterforms to sort out   late-
fifteenth-century hands in the Paston archive. Scholars accept two unusual spellings in the Sir Thomas
Moore manuscript that also appear in Shakespeare’s quartos (as first pointed out by F. P. Wilson),
among the strongest arguments for Shakespeare’s claim to Hand D (Shakespeare and the New
 Bibliography, ed. Helen Gardner [Oxford, 1970], 111, cited in G. Harold Metz, “‘Voice and credyt’:
The Scholars and Sir Thomas More,” in Shakespeare and “Sir Thomas More”: Essays on the Play and its
Shakespearian Interest, ed. T. H. Howard-Hill [Cambridge, 1989], 21).



Library Add.  MS  82370. This collection was acquired by the library in 2005 among
other papers belonging to the Spencer-Stanhope family. In preparing a book-length
study of this manuscript, Arthur Marotti and I have identified seven different hands in
the codex.6 We designate as Hand  A the principal one among them, which transcribed
all or most of the content on forty-nine of its fifty folios. It is a rounded mid-sixteenth-
century cursive secretary with many gratuitous flourishes. Biographical research led
us to connect the Hanson family of Rastrick, Yorkshire, with Add.  MS  82370. Paleo-
graphic analysis based on a single control document, as described below, then showed
that Hand  A probably belonged to the family patriarch, John Hanson. Later, discovery
of a complete manuscript in Hanson’s handwriting confirmed beyond reasonable
doubt that he indeed wrote Hand  A and thus the majority of the “Stanhope” manu-
script’s contents. 

� The “Stanhope” Manuscript and John Hanson
Only two dates occur in Add.  MS  82370. The first, “1579,” is found at the bottom of
fol.  17. It was written with a different pen and perhaps in a different hand from the text
on that leaf, to which it has no discernible connection. The second is attached to the
 “byerley bouke” (by our law book) transcribed on fols.  30–31v. This is a copy of Sir John
Constable’s agreement with his tenants on the manor of Clifton, dated October 25, 1554.
Sir John Constable of Kirkby Knowle, Yorkshire, can be traced through various prop-
erty transactions in the vicinity near Leeds between 1540 and 1578.7 The “bouke” was
probably copied out as a guide to managing the property and possibly long after its date
of composition. A number of entries in Add.  MS  82370 establish postquam dates for
their transcription: epitaphs for Sir Henry Savile and Henry Savile on fols.  42v–45v
necessarily postdate their honorees’ deaths in 1558 and 1569, respectively; the king of
Spain’s style on fol.  22v was copied from a printed text of 1584, and the ballads marking
the formal celebration of the Armada’s defeat (fols.  19–26v) must postdate that occasion
on November 24, 1588. Hand  A probably compiled most of the anthology in chronolog-
ical order according to its current foliation. Square in the middle of the fifty folios, the
entries on fols.  19–26v, datable to the late 1580s or thereafter, suggest that most of the
miscellany was compiled during that decade. Granted, the collection of recipes on
fols.  1–11v and the prose account of the Eland–Beaumont feud on fols.  12–18v might
have been entered years earlier.8 But the “byerley” book and other texts datable to mid-
century follow those from sources printed in 1584 and 1588, suggesting that the anthol-
ogy was, overall, a product of the 1580s and somewhat later. It was probably designed to
collect in one place a variety of texts from scattered sources, printed and transcribed. 
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6. For a preliminary description of the manuscript and an overview of its contents, see Arthur F.
Marotti and Steven W. May, “Two Lost Ballads of the Armada Thanksgiving Celebration,” English
 Literary Renaissance 41 (2011): 31–63.

7. For example, a final concord involving the manor of Thrintoft (1540) (Yorkshire Archaeological
Society, Leeds, MD59/23/Thr/5); a grant of office September 8, 1566 (West Yorkshire Archive Service
[henceforth WYAS], Leeds, WYL500/661), and a bargain and sale, June 12, 1578 (Yorkshire Archaeo-
logical Society, MD59/23/Misc/17).

8. The miscellany also includes an unstudied folk ballad on this feud, along with poems by and
attributed to Queen Elizabeth; Thomas, Lord Vaux; and Thomas Churchyard.



The core manuscript, with additions in six other hands, was passed down
with the main archive of Stanhope family papers along the male line of descent.9 The
name “John Stanhope” occurs on fol.  1, written in Hand D, which otherwise attempted
merely a few pen trials on fols.  26v and 43v. This minor scribe was probably John Stan-
hope III (1629–1693). He is the only family member of that name whose handwriting
we have not seen and who is likely to have written in an italic hand of this type. The sig-
nature also seems to match the letters “J St” on the verso of an undated printed leaf
among the family papers.10 He was the great-grandson of the family patriarch, John
Stanhope (ca. 1522–1593), the first Stanhope to own land in the manor of Horsforth and
at Eccleshill just west of Leeds. That first John appeared to be the anthology’s most
likely main scribe, but Arthur Marotti and I were unable to find any examples of his
handwriting among the family papers at Sheffield City Archives or the West Yorkshire
Archive Service, Bradford. Instead, after locating several legal documents that the first
John Stanhope signed with his mark (an X), we reluctantly concluded that the family’s
patriarch was illiterate.11 Neither does Hand  A resemble that of the next two genera-
tions of Stanhope heirs, Walter and John II.12

At this point I had to consider the possibility that the anthology had come into
the Stanhope archive through marriage. Besides the handwriting, a number of other
characteristics were difficult to align with the Stanhopes of Horsforth. Its compiler was
much concerned with the prominent Savile family of Thornhill, Yorkshire. Yet we have
found no trace of a connection between the Saviles and Stanhopes before the seven-
teenth century. Nor were the Stanhopes involved with the manor of Clifton during the
sixteenth century. This contextual evidence turned the search for Hand  A from the
Stanhopes to families they allied with through marriage.

The search was a short one. The first relevant marriage occurred in 1600 when
John Stanhope’s heir, Walter, married Mary Hanson. She was the daughter of John
Hanson and the granddaughter of another John Hanson of Woodhouse (who signed
his name as “senior” or “the elder”). Hanson family papers are housed at the Yorkshire
Archaeological Society in Leeds and in the West Yorkshire Archive Service locations at
Bradford and Calderdale (Halifax), the latter being the largest Hanson repository,
where they are part of the Armytage family archive. As I studied these papers, many
possible links with Add.  MS  82370 emerged. John Hanson senior was the son and heir
of another John Hanson and his wife, Agnes Savile. The Hansons and Saviles were
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9. The family assumed the name Spencer-Stanhope in 1776. The best-documented account of the
family’s history is Hugh Owen’s Stanhope, Atkinson, Haddon & Shaw: Four North Country Families
(Chichester, U.K., 1985).

10. WYAS, Bradford, SpSt/11/4/6/20.
11. These are two acknowledgments of debt dated October 28, 1590, and a bond of 1592

(SpSt/5/4/2/2; SpSt/5/1/28).
12. Owen, Stanhope, Atkinson, Haddon & Shaw, plate 7, provides a facsimile of a holograph letter

written in 1620 by Walter Stanhope (1574–1660). See also Walter’s hand in WYAS, Bradford,
SpSt/10/7/2. Owen provides a facsimile of the hand of John Stanhope II (1608–1675) from the Bradford
Archive, SpSt/6/1/8; it also appears passim in SpSt/4/12/2, e.g., fol.  2, although this legal memorandum
book is a jumble of many other hands as well.



together involved in various transactions concerning the manor of Clifton. For exam-
ple, John Hanson senior witnessed a release on May 2, 1574, involving land in Clifton,13
while a final accord regarding a moiety of the manor assigned its ownership to John
Savile, Nicholas Hanson, and John Hanson senior, among others (KM:483). A direct
connection with Add.  MS  82370 occurs in another transfer of property within the
manor of Clifton on September 14, 1590, that also involved John Savile. It was wit-
nessed by both John Hansons, senior and junior, and by Gilbert Crowder, son of
Gilbert Crowder of Elland (KM:502). On fol.  50 of Add.  MS  82370, “Gilberte Crowder”
is named as a tenant of the Netherwood estate, a Hanson family property. Another ten-
ant, Gilberte Batleye, was probably a descendant of the Gilbert Batleye who served as
constable of Rastrick in 1534. John Hanson senior served in this office in 1559 and
1580.14 It is also suggestive that John Hanson senior and his son had real estate dealings
in Rishworth, for in Add. MS 82370 a reference to Rishworth has been marked with a
broken underline and manicule pointing to the passage (fol.  38v). Unlike the Stan-
hopes, the Hansons can be convincingly associated with the persons and places men-
tioned in Add. MS 82370. 

The handwriting of Mary’s father, John Hanson junior, does not resemble
Hand  A, and so the search soon focused on Mary’s grandfather, John Hanson senior.
Hanson at least, it turned out, was literate, in fact literate enough to transcribe legal
documents. A grant dated May 10, 1562 (KM:255), concludes with the remarkable
statement that it was witnessed by the scribe, John Hanson, and many others:
“Iohannis Hanson scriptoris ac aliorum multorum.” Hanson then signed the grant as
a witness. This document serves as the control text for comparison with Hand  A in
Add. MS 82370 because it seems unquestionably to be in Hanson’s holograph. I believe
that he wrote several other legal documents among the Armytage papers, and he cer-
tainly witnessed a number of them, including a release of April 22, 1566 (KM:298), an
indenture dated June 14, 1581 (KM:422), and a deed of October 21, 1582 (KM:/S 428*).15
But KM:255 is by far the best-authenticated sample of the elder Hanson’s hand, a
sample limited in many respects yet adequate for comparison with Hand  A. Hanson
senior’s will, furthermore, testifies to his part-time occupation as a legal scribe, for in it
he leaves several books to his son, John, including “which of all my president bookes he
will chuse.”16 Books of precedents set forth a wide variety of sample legal documents in
Latin and English, including the sort of grant represented by KM:255.17
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13. WYAS, Calderdale, ref. KM:369. All documents with the KM: shelfmark are housed in this
archive.

14. Joseph Horsfall Turner, History of Brighouse, Rastrick, and Hipperholme (Bingley, U.K., 1893),
42–43. Hansons routinely served as constables at Rastrick, including John Hanson junior in 1579.

15. We attribute to Hanson the following documents at the WYAS, Calderdale archive office, all in
the Armytage family collection, and dated between 1562 and 1577: KM:275b, 287, 296*, 302, 324, 334,
346, 370, and 392.

16. Borthwick Institute, University of York, Probate Register 27, fol.  671v. I am grateful to Dr. Alan
Bryson for supplying me with a photocopy of this will.

17. Wording similar, but not identical to that in KM:255 can be found, for example, in the forms of
grants and related instruments found in the various editions of A Newe Boke of Presidentes, first pub-
lished in 1543 (STC 3327). This very popular work saw at least fifteen editions by 1562.



� Methodologies for Comparing Renaissance Hands
With regard to methodologies used to analyze hands, P. J. Croft makes the important
point that “the individuality of any hand is revealed less in specific formations than in
its underlying sense of rhythm, of spacing, and proportion .  .  . these underlying fea-
tures cannot be disguised for long in any continuous piece of writing.”18 Such macro
characteristics of handwriting include the direction and consistency of slant, the pref-
erence for angular or rounded letter shapes, the spacing between letters, words, and
lines, and the presence or absence of flourishes or other gratuitous pen strokes. These
and related characteristics of a given hand create what has been termed its “aspect,” its
overall appearance on the page. In some cases these traits may indeed be as diagnostic
as letterforms: a passage in Lord Burghley’s thin-nibbed, “spidery” handwriting can
ordinarily be identified from across the room. 

Yet appeals to similarities or differences of aspect are of limited use in the cre-
ation of a scholarly methodology for differentiating hands. Spacing, slant, angularity,
and roundness are macro traits that resist detailed analysis: one either agrees or dis-
agrees with the verdict for reasons that are difficult to specify. Croft could use this prin-
ciple to distinguish Harington’s hand from those of his scribes because they uniformly
wrote more condensed and tightly spaced hands than did their master. The contrast
between their overall appearances is striking. Yet both handwriting styles are common
enough that they could be paired with similarly regular secretary hands that would
closely resemble them on the page. Some hands simply fail to make a distinctive overall
impression, as when they are so regular or irregular as to blend in with many others of
the same general type. Moreover, aspect is subject to a great deal of variation within a
single hand, depending on the cut of the pen, the available space on the page for the
passage to be transcribed, the haste or leisure of composition, the age, health, and
mood of the penman, and the purpose in writing. At some point, handwriting analysis
must minimize subjective impressions by taking letterforms into account (as does
Croft in sorting out the writing of Harington and his scribes). However close their gen-
eral appearance, two documents cannot be confidently assigned to the same scribe
without some degree of similarity in at least some of their distinctive letterforms. 

As figures 1 and 2 show (overleaf), Hanson’s hand in KM:255 bears a general
resemblance to that of Hand  A. Both scribes keep the lines horizontal on the page
without evident guidelines, while generally maintaining a relatively wide spacing
between lines (there are exceptions to this in Hand  A, however, such as the condensed
and crowded appearance of a poem on fol.  49v). In overview, the writing in both docu-
ments allows generous spacing between words and between letters within most words.
Neither hand attempts to impart uniformity of slant to the letters, and both feature a
number of ascenders and descenders with moderately broad loops. These general
traits are similar enough in both hands to conclude that they might be the work of the
same scribe, yet their shared traits lack sufficient distinction to be diagnostic. Where
such macro traits are indecisive, the analysis falls back on other points of comparison,
including the individual letterforms of the hands in question.
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18. “Sir John Harington’s Manuscript,” 48.
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� Principles for Comparing Renaissance Hands
It is important to remember when analyzing Renaissance handwriting that few of these
writers were trained scribes. Professional scribes, whether scriveners, secretaries, or
clerks in the various secretariats of state and church, tended to write “set hands.” They
learned an appropriate model alphabet, a pattern of letterforms, and repeated these
same letterforms throughout to impart maximum uniformity to the documents they
produced. These hands included alternate forms for some letters—routinely r and s in
initial and terminal positions, for example—yet even the alternate forms tended to be
employed consistently according to their position in words and abbreviations. The rest
of the literate population, however, was made up of amateur scribes with varying
degrees of training in and commitment to good penmanship. Many writers took no
particular interest in standardizing their writing. During the sixteenth and most of the
seventeenth centuries, they drew on two principal alphabets, the native secretary hand
and the more recently imported italic or Italian hand. Yet there was only a general con-
sistency of letterforms within these hands, for both types produced many different
scripts—that is, the full set of letterforms needed to write in a given hand. Representa-
tive model alphabets for the two styles were set forth in print by such writing masters as
Jean de Beau-Chesne and John Baildon; each sample hand included letterforms signif-
icantly different from their counterparts in the other alphabets.19

Amateur scribes adapted these diverse letterforms in combinations that can
be used as evidence to match hands in multiple documents. Letterforms routinely
migrated from script to script as individual writers seemingly adopted them at ran-
dom. Many scribes broadened the diversity of their scripts by using multiple forms for
the same letter. Within these basic forms or graphs (termed graphemes by modern
handwriting analysts), scribes then developed their own individual styles for writing
each letter. As the italic hand gained dominance over the secretary during the seven-
teenth century, “mixed” hands became common. Residual secretary letters frequently
crop up in predominantly italic hands, just as italic letters had formerly infiltrated
some amateur secretary hands. Granted that many writers, through training or per-
sonal preference, employed a single script or one with a limited number of variations,
many others drew letters from the two main hands, and from different scripts within
those hands, then modified those forms to create highly personalized styles of writing.
The result is the bewildering array of hands we find in the surviving manuscripts pro-
duced by amateur Renaissance scribes. The opportunities for variation were almost
endless, given the astronomical number of possible combinations in the processes out-
lined above. Compounding this diversity, even amateur scribes routinely cultivated at
least two different hands, one for English and one for foreign languages, especially
Latin. This profusion of hands, enhanced by the natural tendency toward individual
variation among letterforms, greatly facilitates the analysis of amateur handwriting of

19. The Beau-Chesne-Baildon volume, A Booke Containing Divers Sortes of Hands (London, 1571;
STC 6445.5), illustrated a number of different scripts within the secretary and italic categories. It saw at
least seven editions by 1615. The anonymous A Newe Booke of Copies (London, 1574; STC 3363.5) and
A Nevv Booke, Containing all Sortes of Handes (London, 1590; STC 3361.3) offered further options for
letter formation.
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figure 1.  West Yorkshire Archive Service, Calderdale, KM:255. Images excerpted from WYAS
KM:255 and KM:422 are courtesy of the West Yorkshire Archive Service.
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figure 2.  Add. MS 82370, fol.  14. © British Library Board. Images excerpted from Add.  MS  82370 are
courtesy of the British Library.



the Renaissance. It can allow us to differentiate between hands with much greater cer-
tainty than is usually the case for scribes who adhered to a single, model alphabet, or
modern writers who likewise use few if any alternate letterforms.

Giles E. Dawson pioneered the analysis of irregular amateur Renaissance hands
by isolating the different kinds of letters in mixed hands to show that John Payne Col-
lier had forged eighty-three ballads in Folger Library MS V.a.339.20 Collier seems to
have self-consciously taught himself a single mixed hand, drawing on both secretary
and italic scripts for its individual letters. He then made fairly consistent use of the
letter forms he had mastered. The result was a very convincing late-Elizabethan/ 
Jacobean mixed hand. This he used to insert his numerous forged annotations into the
“Perkin Folio,” a printed Shakespeare First Folio now owned by the Huntington
Library. Dawson compared Collier’s combination of secretary and italic letterforms
with that of ten different, authentic seventeenth-century mixed hands to demonstrate
that his alone combined the secretary and italic forms just as they appeared in the
“Perkin Folio” and the Folger manuscript. Dawson based his test on the alternate
forms of just ten letters: six miniscules and four majuscules that he considered distinc-
tive. He then analyzed each form in detail. It doesn’t matter whether the ten hands
Dawson selected used those combinations of italic and secretary letters with absolute
consistency, or that they were or were not representative of the age’s mixed hands. The
fact that a random analysis of ten hands turned up not a single combination matching
Collier’s letterforms in the “Perkin Folio” makes a persuasive case for his hand in the
Folger manuscript, where just that combination does occur.

Dawson’s systematic analysis of handwriting cannot by itself answer the charge
leveled by Tom Davis, a modern document analyst, that Renaissance scholars (“palae o -
graphers”) lack “an agreed and established methodology for testing the hypothesis of
common authorship by examining handwriting.  .  .  . there is no coherent published
account of how to do it.”21 The methodology I present in this study can be aligned to a
reasonable extent with modern forensic practice and its terminology. I have isolated
Hanson’s basic letterforms (graphs or graphemes), and then his individual ways of
writing letters within those forms (idiographs), those “likely to be unique to that
writer.”22 The multiple standard or recognized forms or graphs for the same letters
found in so many Renaissance hands offer an added dimension of evidence that in
my experience is less frequent in modern handwriting. Davis notes in addition that
whereas today’s analysts (and Dawson) are concerned with detecting forgeries, paleo-
graphers are “only looking for idiographic evidence at the level that distinguishes two
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20. See “John Payne Collier’s Great Forgery,” Studies in Bibliography 24 (1971): 1–26, esp. 18–24.
Franklin Dickey also analyzed Collier’s defrauding hand in “The Old Man at Work: Forgeries in the
Stationers’ Registers,” Shakespeare Quarterly 11 (1960): 39–47. He noted a number of letterforms that
Collier consistently employed in his forgeries from one document to another (p. 44).

21. “The Practice of Handwriting Identification,” The Library, 7th ser., 8 (2007): 252. Davis distin-
guishes “document analysts” (p. 251) who study modern handwriting from paleographers, who study
old documents (including those produced in the Renaissance).

22. Tom Davis, “The Analysis of Handwriting: An Introductory Survey,” in The Book Encom-
passed: Studies in Twentieth-Century Bibliography, ed. Peter Davison (Cambridge, 1992), 57–68 at 59;
and Davis, “The Practice of Handwriting,” 254–55.



different naturally occurring handwriting samples.” The case can be made by aligning
consciously chosen letterforms (allographs) in patterns diagnostic for a single scribe.23

Instead of relying on scribal regularity, this approach depends on the control hand
being inconsistent in the letterforms it employs. To expect uniformity would in fact
lead to many false negatives in any study of handwriting that mixed its scripts. Shake-
speare, for instance, did not even use the same letterforms consistently in his six signa-
tures that have come down to us. Quite different h, a, s, and p graphs appear among
them in this very limited sample. John Hanson the elder was equally inconsistent,
although he was deemed competent enough to draft legally binding documents—at
least in rural Yorkshire. The irregularity of his hand is illustrated by his signatures in
KM:255 (fig.   3).

Beyond the different abbreviations of his given name, the letters of the second signa-
ture lean slightly to the right compared to the relatively perpendicular first signature.
The corresponding letterforms in these signatures are also quite different: the two
loops of the majuscule  Is for “John” take different shapes and are connected at different
angles (are, therefore, different idiographs). The o is unclosed in the first instance, per-
fectly ovoid in the second. The h made of three closed loops in the first “hanson” takes
the common, “open descender” form in the second; here Hanson has chosen different
allographs. The as are entirely unlike. Finally, the flourishes on the terminal ns bear no
resemblance to one another. To judge by both overall appearance and consistency of
letterforms, we might well conclude that these signatures are the work of two different
scribes. Yet KM:255 was throughout written by Hanson and signed by him as a witness,
probably on the same day and with the same pen.

Thus Dawson’s “mixed hand” test works admirably where, say, a scribe such as
Collier generally used the same letterforms in a given mix of secretary and italic or
some equally distinctive scripts. But scribes who were inconsistent in their use of
letterforms, such as Hanson (and Shakespeare), require that we analyze the full range
of their scripts and individual letter styles, with particular attention to unusual and
alternate letterforms (the methodology also recommended by Davis for modern hand-
writing analysis). Along with detailed comparisons of the letters and their individual
styles, a number of other traits can be studied to establish a single scribal profile. Habits
of capitalization, punctuation, and the forms and uses of abbreviations can be “hand
specific.” Where the writing in multiple documents is generally quite similar in aspect,
the choice of graphs, and a range of distinctive idiographs (individualized forms of a

figure 3.  Two “John Hanson” signatures, both in KM:255.
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23. Davis, “The Practice of Handwriting,” 267.



given letter), unusual spellings may confirm them to be the product of a single hand.24

For this test to be effective, of course, a significant amount of writing needs to be avail-
able for at least one of the hands in question.

� Hand  A and John Hanson’s Hand Compared
I apply all these criteria to compare Hand  A to the handwriting of Hanson’s deed, with
the caveat that KM:255 is not an ideal candidate for this sort of case study. First, it is a
legal document for others’ use, whereas Add.  MS  82370 was compiled for private use
within a family or household; we should expect the grant to be written with greater
care than the anthology. Second, the miscellany is a paper codex of fifty folios, while
KM:255 is a single quarter membrane of parchment (or vellum) with several holes,
tears, and considerable dark staining. It offers a marginally adequate range for analysis
of about 422 legible words. A further problem arises from the fact that these two writ-
ing surfaces require different scribal practices. This is because ink readily enters
between the paper fibers, but is less easily applied to the smoother and less porous ani-
mal skin. Parchment and vellum may require greater writing pressure than paper, or a
slower, more careful delivery of the ink to make it adhere to the surface. Differences in
ink reception between the two media may thus affect letter formation and the overall
appearance of the resulting penmanship. Third, KM:255 was written in 1562, a quarter
century before the latest datable entries in Add. MS 82370 on fols.  22v–26v, and quite
possibly a decade or two before that miscellany was even begun. Any hand will likely
change to some degree over that period of time. Fourth, Hanson apparently modeled
the KM:255 grant on a professionally prepared Latin document that influenced his
style of writing as well as his language. This is evident from his engrossing of the incipit
and later key phrases in the text. KM:255 is therefore mostly in Latin, whereas only a
few scraps of Latin occur in Add.  MS  82370, thus limiting the comparisons for the most
part to individual graphs (discrete letters or symbols of whatever type) rather than
entire words. In addition, most of the flourishes in KM:255 are not gratuitous, as in
Add.  MS  82370, but functional abbreviations for parts of words in the Latin text.

The bulk of my analysis of the handwriting in these two manuscripts involves
the comparison of letterforms and abbreviations. I then concentrate on identifying
distinctive or uncommon forms with the acknowledgment that these choices are quite
subjective. A form may strike me as rare simply because I can’t remember the two or
three dozen times I’ve seen it in various manuscripts over the years. Without a compre-
hensive census of Renaissance letterforms, all such discriminations are judgment calls,
and even a full and systematic census would not guarantee that unusual forms were
indeed rare, due to the skewed patterns of manuscript survival according to where
they were written and at what socio-economic level. The best-known example of this
dilemma concerns the “spurred” or “horned” a that has been deemed characteristic
of Shakespeare’s signatures and is also a common letterform in Hand D of The Booke of
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24. Smith (“Spenser’s Scholarly Script”) relies in particular on unusual habits of spelling combined
with paleographic evidence to identify manuscripts in Spenser’s holograph.



Sir Thomas Moore. The evidential weight of this correspondence is diluted, of course,
by every discovery of yet another Elizabethan hand that uses the “horned” a allograph.
Giles E. Dawson attempted to solve this problem by establishing a control corpus of
250 Elizabethan and Jacobean manuscripts, then searching through it for occurrences
of traits considered distinctive in Shakespeare’s signatures.25 Even this methodology,
however, cannot be said to establish a hand’s paleographic DNA. The evidence we
study lacks the near-absolute stability of genetic units that makes possible the uni-
formly dependable results of such testing.

Handwriting analysis aims, instead, to demonstrate that the writing in multiple
documents shares a range of distinctive traits sufficient to mark them as the work of a
single scribe. Impartial analysis of the evidence is essential if we hope to reach valid
conclusions about it. It is tempting to cherry-pick the examples, to select only graphs
that support our desired or hypothesized outcome. However, we will learn more, and
more likely arrive at the truth, by searching for contrary as well as corroborating evi-
dence, and by evaluating it all as objectively as we can. Accordingly, in the following
analysis I describe notable differences as well as similarities between the handwriting
of KM:255 and Add.  MS  82370. The comparative evidence and conclusions drawn
from it are necessarily fallible human judgments; handwriting analysis is a craft or
scholarly practice but not a science. The best we can do is argue for a high degree of
probability, knowing that our conclusions will always fall short of definitive, “scien-
tific” proof.

With that in mind, let me first establish the foremost discrepancies between the
handwriting in these two documents. A graph that occurs repeatedly in Hanson’s deed,
an angular, “gothic” miniscule  a, does not appear in Hand  A. Of fifty-two instances of
lowercase d, moreover, Hanson writes four standard “cross-stroked” forms also miss-
ing from Add.  MS  82370. Three graphs diagnostic of Hand  A, moreover, do not appear
in the deed: the manuscript’s distinctive and old-fashioned majuscule  T is missing
because no capital T appears in the deed. Neither does Hanson employ Hand  A’s most
frequently used type of miniscule  h, nor his old-fashioned long r. These exceptions are
analyzed below. One final discrepancy can be dealt with immediately: the capital Es in
both documents are consistently unlike (fig.  4).

Most of the corresponding graphs in Add.  MS  82370 and KM:255 are generic and
thus of limited evidentiary use. They look alike, but many contemporary writers pro-
duced very similar counterparts. Minims, those basic downstrokes that produce the

figure 4. Examples of majuscule  E (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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25. “Shakespeare’s Handwriting,” Shakespeare Survey 42 (1990): 119–28.



letter i and, in combination, m, n, and u, are undifferentiated in these two documents,
as in the vast majority of hands. Here, for example, standard forms of q and the minims
forming u in both documents are quite similar but too generic to suggest a common
origin (fig.  5).

The groupings of distinctive forms shared by these two documents can be nar-
rowed down to relatively few letters with diagnostic promise. First, their correspon-
ding antiquated forms (graphs or graphemes) of a, m, and pp are unusual enough by
Elizabeth’s reign to suggest that they were written by a single scribe. Similarities in the
formation of a, h, r, and the abbreviations made with the letter p (idiographs) create a
second tier of evidence. Third, the fact that both documents share the same alternate
forms of h, double p, and r also points to a single scribe. Now, instead of winnowing all
these examples through a large group of control documents to show that they are truly
distinctive matches, I rely on the relatively adequate size of KM:255 and modern tech-
nology to make the case. Digital photography allows us to make detailed comparisons
of even minute elements of handwriting beyond anything that was practical for most of
our predecessors.26 Many paleographic studies have relied on drawings or tracings of
words and letters. Otherwise, using ordinary photography, analysts of letterforms
ordinarily referred readers to the locations of the graphs in question on full pages of
handwriting and left them to draw their own conclusions.27 With digital images we can
isolate corresponding words or graphs from two or more documents, place them side
by side, then enlarge and otherwise clarify their appearance to permit extremely metic-
ulous comparisons. The ability to juxtapose exact and enlarged images of the penman-
ship in different manuscripts can make the case more emphatically than even the most
thorough written analysis of similarities and differences. In fact, digital images actually

figure 5. Examples of qu (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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26. Prefacing his letter-by-letter analysis of Hand D, for example, Thompson lamented that limita-
tions of space for “the drawings of letters” in the plates caused him “to present them in skeleton-outline”
(“The Handwriting of the Three Pages Attributed to Shakespeare,” 81–92). In his excellent analysis of
majuscules, “The Capital Letters in Elizabethan Handwriting,” R. B. McKerrow wrote somewhat wist-
fully of his illustrations of letterforms, that, “with regard to the drawings of letters here given.  .  .  . Though
I have copied them as carefully as I could from the originals, they are not, and do not pretend to be,
exact facsimiles” (Review of English Studies 3 [1927]: 28–36 at 30). In his studies of the handwriting in the
“Sir Thomas Moore” manuscript, Samuel A. Tannenbaum based his analyses on parallel rows and par-
allel columns of individually hand-traced words and letters; “The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore”: (A Bibli-
otic Study) (New York, 1927); Shakspere and “Sir Thomas Moore” (New York, 1929).

27. Croft, “Sir John Harington’s Manuscript,” refers to individual letters in illustrations of entire pages
from the Phillipps MS. In “‘Secretary to the Lord Grey,’” Burlinson and Zurcher direct readers to com-
pare identical letterforms among three full-page illustrations of Spenser’s various hands (pp. 37–41).



make possible far more detailed comparisons of individual graphs than I employ here
to establish Hanson’s responsibility for Hand  A.28

Despite the language differences between the two documents, a few full words
or parts of words lend themselves to meaningful comparison. The following examples
(with Hanson’s excerpts on the left, Hand  A’s to the right) display the general similarity
between the two hands, but with some features we would expect if Hanson were, in the
first instance, conscientiously transcribing a legal document in his mid-forties and, in
the second, making entries in his private anthology while in his seventies. The KM:255
penmanship is generally better spaced, more regular and more uniform than the
corresponding samples by Hand  A. Nonetheless, in “assignorum”/“assigne” below, the
forms of ss and minims making i and n, for example, are generally similar. The gs are
formed in the same way, a half-bowl with crossbar, although their descenders are quite
different. The letterforms in “Dysonne” are quite similar but also quite generic (fig. 6).

Although Hanson’s surname never appears in Add.  MS  82370, Hand  A did write
some thirty examples of “John” (fig.  7 right), albeit without the abbreviations for Lati-
nate forms of the name found in KM:255 (fig.  7 left). The descender of Hanson’s h in
fig.  7A is more rounded than those of Hand  A, which more nearly resemble the nar-
rower descender loop of Hanson’s fig.  7B. Hand  A’s double-lobed formation of the h
above the line differs from either of Hanson’s “open” graphs (a problem we will revisit
shortly). Hanson’s rounded and flat-topped ascenders of I/J contrast with Hand  A’s
angular ascenders. The first three letters in each word show a few similarities, includ-
ing the unclosed os in fig.  7A and 7E.

figure 6. Examples of “assignorum”/“assigne” (top) and “Dysonne” (bottom) (Hanson on left,
Hand  A on right).

a                                  b                                            c                                d                                   e

figure 7. Examples of “John” (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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28. All images from Add.  MS  82370 are taken from fols.  1r, 4v, 5v, 7r, 10r, 10v, 13v, 14r, 18v, 23r, 24v,
25v, 29r, 36v, 41v, 42v, 47v, 48r, 49v, and 50r.



Below, Hanson’s closed-bowl d in “modo” (fig.  8 upper left) is unlike Hand  A’s
open-bowl loop of the d (fig.  8 upper right), but the following examples of Hand  A’s
closed d (fig.  8 lower right) emphasize that this form is well within that hand’s range of
variants. The relatively broad upper loops are the key feature of these letters, since the
d ascender was often formed with a single stroke of the pen angled sharply from left to
right (as in “apud,” fig.  8 lower left). I have not found this form in Hand  A, but it occurs
four times among the fifty-two ds of KM:255.

Hand  A’s majuscule  Q in “Quermby” (fig.  9 right) is formed from the same three
strokes as Hanson’s (fig.  9 left), but it is sloppily executed, as is the b. The medial rs are
quite different graphs, but as we shall see, common to both hands.

Capital S required four reversals of direction, often with a single stroke, and is
generally ill-formed by Hanson and Hand  A. The different forms of a in these names
are, again, typical of both hands. Hanson’s v in “Savill” (fig.  10 left) is less elaborate than
in Hand  A’s “Savile” (fig.  10 right), but his other corresponding letters in the name are
somewhat better defined and more uniformly slanted than in Hand  A.

Hanson’s standard w in “wodd” (for “wood”; fig.  11 left) is formed in the same
way as that of Hand  A (fig.  11 right) but with greater regularity and care. Hanson’s dou-
ble ds lack uniformity but are slightly more regular than those of Hand  A.

figure 8. Examples of miniscule  d (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 9. Examples of “Quermby” (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 10. Examples of majuscule  S in “Savill”/“Savile” (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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Antiquated Letterforms
I turn now to a series of letters that may reflect the influence in both KM:255 and
Add. MS 28370 of “court hand.” This catchall phrase refers to the variety of set hands
that developed in the secretariats of the Westminster law courts and their associated
bureaucracies. Variations of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century professional scripts
became stylized and then changed only gradually in these departments while hand-
writing evolved more rapidly in the populace at large. It is entirely possible, of course,
that Hanson, who learned to write in the 1520s, as well as the scribe of Hand  A (consid-
ering him or her to be a different writer), were taught certain old-fashioned forms
(graphs) that were increasingly restricted to court-hand use. Still, the appearance of
letters that ranged from unusual to quite rare in Elizabethan hands is a compelling
common feature of the writing in both KM:255 and Add.  MS  82370. 

A graph that occurs several times in Hanson’s deed is the angular sigmoid form
of miniscule  s typical of Chancery and other court hands in both initial and terminal
position (fig.  12 left).29 By Elizabeth’s reign, this letter was passé in secretary and italic
alphabets, but it does occur at least once in Add.  MS  82370 (fig.  12 right).

         
Otherwise, Hand  A employs the round-bowl s in terminal position. Occasion-

ally, this scribe forms the bowl with shorter, angular strokes, but the tail sweeps upward
and hooks back to the left (fig.  13 right), unlike Hanson’s variety. Hand  A’s form here
may have been influenced by court-hand styles of s, but it is not the same graph, and it
always occurs as a terminal letter. Hanson, however, used the angular form primarily
as an initial letter but preferred to conclude words with the rounded s by a ratio of more
than three to one (fig.  13 left).

figure 11. Examples of “wodd”/“woddes” showing miniscule  w and dd (Hanson on left, Hand A on
right).

(“siue”)                        (“suis”)

figure 12. Examples of angular sigmoid miniscule  s (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 13. Examples of round-bowl miniscule  s (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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29. Sample scripts of Chancery and Court of Common Pleas hands, both of which used the s with
rectangular body and top curl, are illustrated in Anthony G. Petti’s English Literary Hands from Chaucer
to Dryden (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), 21. The contemporary handwriting manuals illustrate a variety of
court-hand alphabets with versions of this s.



Hand  A uses the common “swash” or long s initially as well as medially (fig.  14C
and D). Hanson does not use the angular form of s consistently in initial position. Of
twenty-seven words in KM:255 beginning with s, Hanson employs the standard, secre-
tary long s eight times, while the angular sigmoid form occurs nineteen times. Note
that in Hand  A, the ascender loop forms more of an angle than Hanson’s rounded style,
perhaps a function of writing on parchment rather than paper (compare fig. 14E and F
with 14A and B).

Another graph typical of court hand occurs in lines 3, 5, 8, and 15 of KM:255
where Hanson employs a “numeric” initial m (fig.  15 left),30 a form that crops up inter-
mittently in Hand  A (fig.  15 right).

Hanson’s use of both these forms in KM:255 is quite inconsistent, for five of its
eleven words beginning with m are written with the secretary  m composed of three
minims (fig.  16 left). Hand  A is equally unpredictable in its use of the “numeric” m,
although its ratio to the form composed of minims would be far less than one in eleven
(fig.  16 right).

a   (“subbostos”) b (“suis”) c                d                  e                    f

figure 14. Examples of long miniscule  s (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

(“mesuagij”)                           (“menser”)

figure 15. Examples of “numeric” miniscule  m (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 16. Examples of secretary miniscule  m (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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30. This is the m formed with an initial graph resembling miniscule  a attached to one resembling
miniscule secretary  y. I term this “numeric” (for lack of a proper name) because, apart from the spe-
cialist legal hands, it was largely restricted by Elizabeth’s reign to financial records, where it stood for
the lower-case Roman number “m” (1,000). However, De Beau-Chesne included it as an option for
miniscule secretary  m in his Booke Containing Divers Sortes of Hands (1571), while the anonymous



There is further evidence, moreover, that Hand  A was also influenced by court
hand. The “long” r, a very unusual graph by Elizabeth’s reign, appears at least a dozen
times in Add.  MS  82370. For example, it crops up four times in “pasture” (fols.  30–30v),
in “rotted” (fol.  6), and in a cluster of terms on fol.  50 concerning land measurement
(“rods” and “ropes”). Hand  A’s use of long r for these terms was far from consistent,
however, as shown by his two versions of “rod/Rodes” and “ropes/Ropes” (fig.  17).31

Long r does not appear in KM:255. My point here is that Hanson allowed old-fashioned
letters to infiltrate his default handwriting, especially when transcribing a legal docu-
ment, and that Hand  A was sufficiently old-fashioned or influenced by court-hand
letterforms to employ outdated graphs from time to time in Add.  MS  82370.

Other individual letters in both KM:255 and Add. MS 82370 suggest either the
influence of court hand or the use of letters long out of fashion. Hand  A presents
miniscule  a primarily in just two forms, but with four variations on the first one. This is
a quite unusual “stemmed” a similar to that of some court hands where, however, the a
is formed with two loops. Beau-Chesne illustrates one version of this letter in his script
of “The sett hande in the common place” (that is, the Court of Common Pleas). The
form remained in common use as a capital but is highly unusual as a miniscule. In
Hand  A, this letter ordinarily begins with a small, closed bowl with a curved line from
its top forming a stem on the right separate from the bowl (fig.  18E). A frequent variant
has the stem joining the side of the bowl toward the bottom, forming a graph com-
posed of two loops and a bottom ligature to the next letter. This is the form most like
the various court-hand varieties of the letter. A similar, “top-lobed” A was the common
majuscule  form in Elizabethan hands but was not used as a miniscule  (fig.  18F). Fre-
quently as well, Hand  A fails to close the bowl, which the stem touches in its descent to
the line (fig.  18G), or the stem may remain separate from the open bowl (fig.  18H).
Hanson displays multiple examples of each of Hand  A’s four distinctive forms of this
letter (idiographs). Among the legible letters in KM:255 are thirty-three as of the first
“stemmed” type. Sixteen are of the closed-bowl, open-stem type (fig.  18A); ten of the
closed-bowl, closed-stem variety (fig.  18B); two are open-bowl, closed-stem (fig.  18C);
and five are open-bowl, open-stem (fig.  18D).

figure 17. Examples of long miniscule  r (Hand  A).
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Newe Booke of Copies [1574] pictured it in a court-hand alphabet. This m also occurs in Add.  MS  82370
on fols.  7r, 10r, 12r, 14v, 27r, and 50r.

31. “Long” r also occurs on fols.  1v, 6r, and 11v.



Another letter with court-hand connections is the double p. Hanson uses sepa-
rate miniscule  ps to double the letter (fig.  19A and B) but also employs a combined
graph in which the descender of the second letter forms the outer bowl of the first
(fig.  19C and D). This second form is highly atypical in secretary hand but a common
feature of court hand.32 Hand  A also has both forms in his repertoire, but he prefers to
form double p with the digraph (compare fig.  19E with fig.  19F and G). Note that the
final loop below the line in Hanson’s forms indicates abbreviations in the Latin,
whereas Hand  A below wrote the double letters only.

Hand  A’s outdated majuscule  T features a double loop with curled descender,
similar to many varieties of court hand but rare in mid- and late-Tudor secretary hands
(fig.  20 right). Unfortunately, no comparison is possible, for Hanson’s only opportunity
to use capital T in KM:255, “thome” (Thomas), begins with miniscule  t (fig.  20 left).

With regard, then, to outmoded letters similar to court-hand forms, both Han-
son and Hand  A employ the same varieties of m, a, s, and the double p graph. In addi-
tion, their individual styles for these letters are quite similar, especially in the four
varieties (idiographs) of the “stemmed” a. From whatever source or influence, the

a                        b                     c                      d                                e                   f                   g

figure 19. Examples of miniscule  pp (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 20. Example of miniscule  t in lieu of majuscule (Hanson, left) and examples of majuscule  T
(Hand  A, right).

a             b              c            d                      e               f                g                h

figure 18. Examples of “stemmed” miniscule  a (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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32. In English Handwriting 1400–1650: An Introductory Manual, Jean F. Preston and Laetitia Yean-
dle describe a document of 1451 that displays the double p graph, the “double-lobed” a similar to that
written by Hanson and Hand  A, long r, and sigmoid s as written “in an angular, business hand derived
from Court Hand” (Binghamton, N.Y., 1992), plate 7.



occurrence of these letters in any one Elizabethan hand is quite unusual. Hand  A’s
long r and majuscule  T further distance Add.  MS  82370 from the norm of amateur
scribal practice during Elizabeth’s reign.

Secretary Miniscules: a, h, r, k, y, g, p, f
Turning to other, “standard” miniscule letterforms, the varieties of miniscule  a in both
documents show discrepancies as well as striking similarities. In addition to the
“stemmed” a, Hanson most often wrote a “crossbarred” form in KM:255, with fifty-five
examples (fig.  21 left). This form closely resembles Hand  A’s second most common
a graph, a half-bowl with a connected right stem completed with a crossbar on top.
This form is especially common after e, t, and other letters where a crossbar from the
preceding letter appears to form the top of the a (fig.  21 right).

While Hand  A forms nearly all of its miniscule  as in one of the two basic forms
described above, Hanson also employs two further types that are atypical of Hand  A’s
practice. The standard, one-stroke bowl-and-stem a, common in both secretary and
italic hands, appears twelve times in KM:255 (fig.  22A and B). Although this is the sim-
plest way to form the letter, I have found only four instances of it in Add.  MS  82370
(fig.  22 right). Hanson also employs a two-stroke, angular “gothic” a that somewhat
resembles Hand  A’s half-bowl form. However, the stem does not extend into a curl
above the bowl, and the crossbar, begun with a curving stroke, closes the bowl at an
angle, not with a horizontal line (fig.  22C). While this form, as mentioned above, is
missing in Hand  A, thirteen instances of this angular “two-stroke” a appear in KM:255.

Add.  MS  82370’s varieties of miniscule  h likewise share significant similarities
with Hanson’s practice but also a notable discrepancy. The h takes three forms in
Hand  A. The standard secretary  h with its open descender looped below the line is
common in Add.  MS  82370 (fig.  23G and H). But where this form takes the descender
into a clockwise back-loop, the resulting h is composed of three loops. This un -
common form also appears regularly in Hand  A (fig.  23I–K). Hanson likewise uses

figure 21. Examples of “crossbarred” miniscule  a (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

a             b            c

figure 22. Examples of standard and angular “gothic” miniscule  a (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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these “open descender” (fig.  23A–D) and “three-lobed” hs (fig.  23E and F) in equally
interchangeable fashion. However, he is more apt than Hand  A to form the h with a
rounded rather than angular top loop.

Hand  A’s most frequent graph for h (also illustrated by the h in “John” in figure 7
above) is simply a small, counterclockwise loop above the line that continues into a
descender slanted left to right ending with a larger, clockwise loop below the line
(fig.  24 right). While no example of this double-looped h occurs in KM:255, the graph
had entered Hanson’s repertoire some years later. By the time he signed KM:422
(June 14, 1581), his second h is a match for Hand  A’s favorite form, while the h in
“Iohem” has shifted to the “closed” descender, three-lobed form (fig.  24 left).33

In addition to long r, Hand  A’s r takes three other forms that are recognized in
the secretary alphabets, although few hands use all three in such apparently random
fashion. The terminal r is a mere squiggle; it begins with an angle above the line, often
somewhat rounded, followed by a short, rounded, half-loop descender (fig.  25C). It
may also appear medially (fig.  25D). Medial r, however, most often resembles modern
z (fig.  26 right). Less often, Hand  A writes the “serifed” secretary  r (fig.  27 right). All
three forms of r occur in KM:255 and in the same locations within words. Only three
terminal rs occur in this document, and all three resemble Hand  A’s “squiggly” form,
although the descender slants right more acutely than is usually the case with Hand  A
(fig.  25A and B). Hanson also wrote a medial z-shaped r (fig.  26 left) and “serifed” r
(fig.  27 left). However, Hanson preferred the “serifed” r in medial position. This form
of r occurs both singly and doubled in Add.  MS  82370 (fig.  27 right). In one instance
Hanson’s double medial r takes the “squiggly” form (fig.  25E), a graph that occurs sev-
eral times in Add.  MS  82370 (fig.  25F and G).

a              b             c                d              e              f                      g             h            i               j                 k
figure 23. Examples of miniscule  h (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 24. Examples of double-looped miniscule  h (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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33. The double-looped h also begins Hanson’s autograph surname in KM:/S 428* (October 21, 1581).



Small k is often the most complicated miniscule in the age’s secretary alphabets.
Hand  A usually forms it with a continuous stroke, beginning at the top with an open,
counterclockwise loop that hooks sharply upward at the line, curves back to the stem,
then loops clockwise to form a smaller loop before ending with a bar, minim, or what-
ever stroke is required as a ligature to the next letter (fig.  28D, E, and F). The letter’s two
ascenders sometimes occur as partially concentric, with the first downstroke separate
from the upstroke (fig.  28G).

Two of Hanson’s three ks in KM:255 take different and better-proportioned
forms than the average for Hand  A. The initial loop begins to the left of the subsequent
ascender. This also appears to be a single stroke, completed in the first example with a
serif. The second, clockwise loop begins at and returns to the ascender then continues
right to form a ligature to the next letter (fig.  28A and B). Yet on his third attempt, Han-
son created a single-stroke k (fig.  28C) similar to but rather less well formed than those
of Hand  A.

figure 25. Examples of “squiggly” miniscule  r (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

a                      b                                  c                                             d

e                                                              f (“tarre”)                                                  g (“sorrowe”)

figure 26. Examples of z-shaped miniscule  r (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 27. Examples of “serifed” miniscule  secretary  r (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

(“furres”)                                                    (“furrows”)
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A few other letters reveal some differences but also key similarities between
Hanson’s writing and Hand  A. Miniscule  y is often distinctive in secretary hand. The
KM:255 form is an ordinary secretary with the descender slanted left, then curving or
angling right (fig.  29 left). Hand  A employs the same general form but often curves the
descender up to form a ligature to the next letter (fig.  29 right).

Hanson prefers the miniscule secretary  g with a cross-bar top; its left-curving
descender usually hooks upward and, in two instances, is closed above the line (fig.  30
left). Hand  A also uses the open descender g with crossbar, but favors an equally typi-
cal, smaller form with a closed-loop descender (last two examples) dissimilar to those
in KM:255 (fig.  30 right).

Hanson’s miniscule  p is characterized by a fairly long, perpendicular descender;
his most typical secretary  p with a short descender and upstroke forming a ligature to
the next letter occurs in the last line of KM:255 (fig.  31 lower left). Hand  A uses the p
with perpendicular descender, but just as often the common, smaller secretary  p with
upswept descender, often linked to the next letter (fig.  31 lower right).

a              b                c                          d                 e                   f                g
figure 28. Examples of miniscule  k (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 29. Examples of miniscule  y (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 30. Examples of miniscule  g (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 31. Examples of miniscule  p (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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Finally with regard to miniscules, Hand  A often, but not always, forms a loop on
the line in completing miniscule  f, then extends it to join with the following letter
(fig.  32 right). Hanson, too, loops some of his miniscule  fs before connecting to the fol-
lowing letter (fig.  32 left).

Secretary Majuscules: D, R, G, B, S
With regard to majuscules, aberrant habits in the use of capital D and R occur in both
documents. In KM:255 Hanson frequently uses D initially and in one instance medially
where the miniscule is called for (fig.  33 left).34 Hand  A routinely uses D where it is not
required initially (fig.  33 right).

While many scribes favor capital D in place of the miniscule, both Hanson and Hand  A
couple this practice with a strong preference for initial majuscule  R that is somewhat
less common. Every initial r in KM:255 is a majuscule, including three gratuitous capi-
talizations of “Reuerciones” and one of “Reputata” (fig.  34 left). The Add.  MS  82370
scribe habitually uses a quite similar majuscule  R in initial position, including dozens
of places where no capitalization is appropriate (fig.  34A, B, C). Other than the
instances of “long” r already cited, the only exceptions occur on fols.  7 and 10 of
Add.  MS  82370, where the old-fashioned miniscule  z-shaped r occurs in “reade” (red)
and “reset” (fig.  34D and E). Otherwise, of the hundreds of initial rs in this manuscript,
all are majuscule. Neither scribe regularly uses other majuscules where miniscules are
called for, only D and R.

figure 32. Examples of miniscule  f (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 33. Examples of majuscule  D (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

(“Duo”)                              (“Dedisse”)                                                 “Dyd”)                                       (“Done”)

(“Dat”)                                (“preDict”)
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34. In the last example, Hanson may have found it easier to insert D than miniscule  d after the
abbreviation for “pre” in preDict, but in the abbreviation for this word, illustrated below (fig.  40), his
ds appear to be miniscules.



Aside from E, majuscules in the two documents take the same general forms.
Hand  A exhibits several forms of majuscule  G, a graph that closely resembles his capi-
tal E. G with the single vertical stroke is the most common, but a few examples crop up
as well of a doubled vertical stroke (fig.  35 right). Hanson’s majuscule  G takes a similar
form, although, again, where Hand  A often forms the bowl with an initial angled
stroke on the left side, Hanson’s bowls are more rounded. Hanson’s Gs include forms
with single and double strokes and one with three vertical strokes (fig.  35 left).

Hand  A’s capital B is a standard secretary form with a single vertical stroke,
rarely a double stroke (fig.  36 right). Hanson’s lone majuscule  B has one vertical stroke
(fig.  36 left).

Hand  A’s majuscule  S plays variants on a common secretary form (fig.  37 right).
Hanson’s majuscule  S tends to curve the ascender further behind and over the top of the

a (“Rychelye”)

b (“Receyve”)                                   c (“Rede”)

d                                       e

figure 34. Examples of initial majuscule  R and miniscule  r (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 35. Examples of majuscule  G (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 36. Examples of majuscule  B (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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letter (fig.  37 left). The irregular forms of several of these examples in both documents
illustrate the point made with regard to figure 10 (comparing Savill and Savile), above.

Scribal Abbreviations
Finally, the various abbreviations in Hanson’s Latin document offer some telling com-
parisons with Hand  A’s practice. Hanson and Hand  A are equally inconsistent in their
abbreviations for “par” and “per,” with one unusual symbol in common that can repre-
sent both (fig.  38).

Hand  A, however, has two further and quite common per/par abbreviations, the first
being the most frequent, in which the descender of the cross stroke is an extension of
the descender itself (fig.  39A and B). Hand  A even uses this abbreviation in tandem
with Hanson’s form in two instances of the same word, “partlye,” on the same line of
fol.  18v (fig.  39C and D).35 Hand  A’s second abbreviation, the p with crossed descender,
seems to be used in Add.  MS  82370 only for per (fig.  39E).

figure 37. Examples of majuscule  S (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

(“parochia”)                       (“nuper”)                                               (“departyng”)

figure 38. Examples of par/per abbreviations (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

(“persona”)                                  (“temper”)                                      (“pertenynge”)

c (“partlye”)                                          d (“partlye”)                                           e (“temper”)

a (“perfecte”)                                                        b (“parchment”)

figure 39. Examples of other par and per abbreviations in Hand  A.
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35. And in the same order for “parcell or parcelles” on fol.  30.



Hanson uses an angled flourish above p to represent “pre” in “prese[ntis],” “pre-
dicta,” “predictis” (fig.  40 left). Hand  A uses the same abbreviation (a common form)
but attaches it to the p in most instances (fig.  40A and B) and sometimes rounds the
angular peak of Hanson’s version until it becomes a completely different abbreviation
in many words as well (fig.  40C). As further testimony to the inconsistencies of ama-
teur Renaissance scribes, the abbreviation used for both per and par also stands for pre
on several occasions in Add.  MS  82370 (fig.  40D; compare fig.  39A, B, and D).

Hanson’s other abbreviations occur too seldom or are too generic to assist
with the comparison, for example the ampersand (fig.  41 left). Hand  A resembles Han-
son’s forms, although his second, top strokes generally touch the descender, whereas
Hand  A’s do not (fig.  41 right).

This comparison of words, graphs, idiographs, and scribal habits in the two
documents shows, I believe, similarities that are sufficiently distinctive to establish
that John Hanson wrote them both. Both manuscripts show a similar degree of in -
consistency in their usages plus an unusual array of outdated letterforms; whether this
latter characteristic reflects the influence of court hand or the age of the scribe, or both,
I cannot say. Especially diagnostic are the four versions of the “double-stemmed” a
shared by both scribes, their use of the same three forms of r in the same positions
within words, the graph for double p in both hands, and the similarity of the “par/per”
and “pre” abbreviations. This combination of unusual letterforms coupled with similar
individual styles for producing these graphs points to a single scribe.

Other diagnostic links between these hands include the preference in both for
initial majuscule  D and R. Also telling is the fact that the same three types of minis-

(“predictis”)                                                 c (“prepared”) d (“presumed”)

(“prese[ntis]”)     (“predicta”)                                           a (“present”) b (“prepared”)

figure 40. Examples of pre abbreviations (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).

figure 41. Examples of ampersand (Hanson on left, Hand  A on right).
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cule  h, including the unusual three-lobed form, appear in Hand  A and, by 1581, in
Hanson’s writing as well. This leaves Hanson’s instances of “gothic” a, “single-stroke” d,
and majuscule “rounded” E the only forms considered here that are not found in
Add.  MS  82370. Perhaps the E with a vertical stroke entered Hanson’s repertoire
between 1562 and the 1580s, as the double-looped h apparently did. Given the similar-
ity of Hand  A’s E to his other majuscules, however, I suspect instead that it was simply
an alternate form that he didn’t use in the five opportunities found in KM:255, and the
same may be true for his “double-looped” h. What emerges from the inexact but
meaningful similarities in the scribal habits of Hand  A and KM:255 is cumulative evi-
dence that Hanson was responsible for Hand  A.

One further similarity clinches, I think, John Hanson’s claim to the dominant
hand of Add.  MS  82370. While there is little enough overlap in wording between the
English anthology and the Latin grant to permit spelling comparisons, a single proper
noun, “heighewestwodd” (High Westwood) in line 4 of KM:255 yields two compelling
pieces of evidence. The OED classifies “heigh” as a spelling of “high” from the Middle
Ages through the fifteenth century. No sixteenth-century instances are recorded. But
Hand  A consistently spells the word in this old-fashioned way: “heighnes,” “heighe
Chauncellor” (fol.  20v), “heighe chamberleynn” (fol.  21), “heighwaye” (fol.  28v), “heighe
promotyones” (fol.  44v); there are more than a score of such examples, but not a sin-
gle instance of “high” alone or in combination with other words. Second, the OED
 classifies “wood” with a double d (wodd) as a fifteenth- or sixteenth-century Scottish
spelling. While eleven instances of “wood/woode” occur in Add.  MS  82370, thirty-one
spellings of “wodd/wodde” and one “woodd” also appear. The aberrant spelling is
nearly a three-to-one favorite.

� Conclusion
Matching John Hanson’s handwriting to that of Hand  A is thus one of four types of evi-
dence that connect him with Add.  MS  82370. First, paleographic analysis is, of course,
central to the argument, and without it the remaining evidence is merely circumstan-
tial. Second, the handwriting comparison is supported by orthographic evidence in
the very unusual spellings of “heigh” and “wodd.” Third, the anthology’s contents,
especially regarding the manor of Clifton, the Netherwood tenant Gilbert Crowder,
and the emphasis on the Savile family are directly related to Hanson family interests.
Finally, the elder Hanson’s biographical details fit the manuscript’s composition. He
perhaps learned to write some of its old-fashioned letterforms during his youth in the
1520s, but he was also quite likely influenced by the professional hands in the legal doc-
uments he copied. The “byerley” book transcribed in Add.  MS  82370 and Hanson’s
bequest of his precedent books confirm that he was indeed occupied with copying
such documents. He died within ten years of the manuscript’s latest datable entry, and
in the following year his granddaughter Mary married into the Stanhope family, thus
providing a plausible explanation for the anthology’s transfer to the Stanhope archive.
The most notable (but least important) missing element in this analysis is the matching
of paper stock used by John Hanson with that of Add.  MS  82370, an impossibility in
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this case, as KM:255 (and the later documents with his signature) are written on vellum.
However, the results derived from the four types of evidence enumerated above are
more than sufficient to establish—not proof—but the very high probability that John
Hanson senior was the principal scribe of Add.  MS  82370.

The method of paleographic analysis presented here depends on isolating
unusual traits that, in aggregate, identify a single hand. The irregular practices of ama-
teur Renaissance scribes make this somewhat easier than searching for anomalies in
the more consistent handwriting of professional scribes of whatever age. Yet their
inconsistency also complicates analysis, for, especially when one of the test documents
is small, even marked discrepancies between two samples do not necessarily rule out a
single scribe. Hand  A never produced the majuscule  E of KM:255, nor does Hand  A’s
favorite miniscule  h ever appear in KM:255—yet Hanson wrote them both. As a case
study, Hanson’s use of antiquated letterforms presents a rather unusual distinction that
will be useful in relatively few such comparisons. Otherwise, Hanson’s practice offers
opportunities for “fingerprinting” that apply to most other hands, especially unusual
letterforms, duplicate forms of the same letters, and distinctive ways of forming letters.
It is perhaps worth noting that the traits analyzed here seemed to me the most persua-
sive toward making the case, but they are not exhaustive and could be supplemented by
Hanson’s use of several other graphs, including letters, punctuation, and abbreviations.

As I mentioned at the outset, Hanson’s responsibility for Hand  A was confirmed
beyond any reasonable doubt by a discovery that occurred after I had drafted this
essay. In April 2012, Professor Marotti and I returned to the West Yorkshire Archive
Service in Bradford to search the Spencer-Stanhope papers for further information
about the Hanson family. Upon calling up SpSt/1/2, we discovered that it was one of the
elder Hanson’s “homemade” precedent books. John the younger entitled it on the front
cover “Liber Johannis Hanson ex dono Johannis Hanson patris sui” (John Hanson’s
book, the gift of John Hanson, his father). It is a substantial folio of approximately
200 unfoliated leaves bound in parchment. Its contents include copies of bills, replica-
tions, answers, and rejoinders as used to pursue a case through the courts, along with
sample documents showing the form of depositions, with tax, tithing, and other
records. Nearly all of the manuscript’s contents are in the hand of John Hanson senior;
it exactly matches both the handwriting of KM:255 and the dominant hand of
Add.  MS  82370. This includes the graphs not shared by the miscellany and KM:255,
especially majuscule  T and E, “gothic” a, “cross-stroked” d, and the “long” r, plus fur-
ther instances of the spellings “heigh” and “wodd.” Had we found this document ear-
lier, the case for Hanson could have been established by the sheer volume of
corresponding, matching evidence. It would have sufficed to describe the identical fea-
tures of handwriting in the two documents, then illustrate their aspect and a few of the
more unusual graphs found in both manuscripts. But insofar as we must frequently
test the handwriting from a single leaf or two against the work of a known scribe, the
comparative procedures set forth above will, I hope, prove useful.
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